
 

In a driverless future, what happens to
today's drivers?
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Are today’s drivers yesterday’s horses? Credit: Winton Motor Carriage Company
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Self-driving cars are becoming a very real technology. The latest Tesla
car has an autopilot feature. The CEO of Uber has stated that he will buy
every self-driving car Tesla can produce for a year (about 500,000). The 
Google self-driving car occasionally overtakes me as I cycle to work in
Austin. Other manufacturers are also developing their own self-driving
systems. There's even talk of driverless car racing.

So let us imagine a not too distant (and quite likely) future where the
majority of vehicles on the roads drive themselves. Those cars are 
networked together – they communicate information about their
position, speed, traffic and hazards around them. You don't need to stop
at junctions if you know there's no traffic approaching. A large traffic
management system keeps cars moving, finding the best route.

An entire system of transportation that manages itself, reduces traffic,
accidents, emissions – and all for a lower cost. How long before people
not only accept this but even prefer it? Though many are quick to claim
no one will want it, how many people still ride a horse-drawn carriage?

The implications of driverless cars are huge because the transportation
industry is huge, employing almost five million people in the U.S. alone.
Suddenly you don't need drivers for taxis, buses, garbage trucks,
deliveries, you name it. Not just cars either – boats, planes, anything that
moves could be completely automated. Once this process begins, it's
likely to happen quickly, because there's an incredible amount of money
to be saved this way. What happened to the horses when we didn't need
them to pull carts?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yCAZWdqX_Y
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2945817/telematics/uber-will-buy-all-the-self-driving-cars-that-tesla-can-build-in-2020.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2945817/telematics/uber-will-buy-all-the-self-driving-cars-that-tesla-can-build-in-2020.html
http://www.wsj.com/video/google-starts-testing-driverless-car-in-austin/B8794C3B-7576-4E99-87FE-2DDDBD3EEA17.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomous_car#Predictions
http://futurism.com/links/formula-e-to-hold-global-driverless-roborace-championship-2/
http://www.businessinsider.com/report-10-million-self-driving-cars-will-be-on-the-road-by-2020-2015-5-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vehicular_communication_systems
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Austin,+TX+78702/@30.2653938,-97.7493955,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x8644b5c8d271fb01:0x7cfd61e2a08e50ba!5m1!1e1
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Austin,+TX+78702/@30.2653938,-97.7493955,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x8644b5c8d271fb01:0x7cfd61e2a08e50ba!5m1!1e1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomous_car#Potential_advantages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomous_car#Potential_advantages
https://phys.org/tags/people/
http://selectusa.commerce.gov/industry-snapshots/logistics-and-transportation-industry-united-states.html
http://selectusa.commerce.gov/industry-snapshots/logistics-and-transportation-industry-united-states.html
http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/CES4300000001?data_tool=XGtable
http://news.mit.edu/2014/csail-meche-marine-experts-win-robotx-self-driving-boat-competition-1030
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20130502-pilotless-planes-plan-to-take-off
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/login.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6915211&url=http%3A%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fxpls%2Fabs_all.jsp%3Farnumber%3D6915211
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/login.jsp?tp=&arnumber=6915211&url=http%3A%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fxpls%2Fabs_all.jsp%3Farnumber%3D6915211


 

  

How else are you going to get it there? Credit: JLS Photography - Alaska, CC
BY-NC-ND

Drivers are vital to our transport system today

The people who today drive these vehicles are currently some of the
most valuable to society. Modern life would grind to a halt if they all
suddenly disappeared. Together, these millions of people move food to
our supermarkets, take garbage from our houses and take our children to
school. What happens to all those people, who through no fault of their
own, find themselves unemployed with a skill set society no longer wants
or needs?
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https://phys.org/tags/society/
http://www.trucking.org/ATA%20Docs/What%20We%20Do/Image%20and%20Outreach%20Programs/When%20Trucks%20Stop%20America%20Stops.pdf
http://www.trucking.org/ATA%20Docs/What%20We%20Do/Image%20and%20Outreach%20Programs/When%20Trucks%20Stop%20America%20Stops.pdf


 

Obviously, jobs have disappeared from society before: how many people
are blacksmiths, cobblers or chimney sweeps? Entire professions have
faded from society before with little effect, so why care now?

Something changed.

Imagine you were alive hundreds of thousands of years ago. The average
life expectancy is low. Technology is primitive. Food is scarce. Wi-Fi
signal is beyond terrible. You spend most of your time foraging for food,
and what little spare time you have during daylight hours is spent
essentially doing science. Now this isn't very advanced science – I'm
talking about bashing rocks together, discovering fire, making spears –
but none the less these explorations are science and progress is slow.

  
 

  

These workers don’t complain. Credit: spencer cooper, CC BY-ND
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_expectancy#Variation_over_time
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_expectancy#Variation_over_time


 

Now imagine you went back just a thousand years. You are now a
peasant, along with almost everyone else. The average life expectancy is
still low. You spend most of your time growing enough food so a few
very privileged people don't have to farm at all. As a whole, society has a
little more free time to invent and discover. Progress is faster but not
that fast. Life for the peasants still stinks. Wi-Fi signal is still terrible.

Now you are you. Your average life expectancy is higher than ever
before. You are either part of the 1.5 percent of American society that
does all the farming for everyone else or you're part of the 98.5 percent
that does other things. Either way your life probably doesn't stink, Wi-Fi
coverage is phenomenally better and you essentially live like royalty (at
least in comparison to the other two versions of you). So what changed?

Technology.

When the transition happens too fast

Farmers were replaced by machinery and they became manufacturers. 
Manufacturers were replaced by automated assembly lines and they went
on to become computer engineers. The more people in a society who can
be free to think, create and do things that don't involve sustaining that
society (like farming or moving things), the more people you have
available to be artists, scientists and entrepreneurs. This leads to more
discoveries, which in turn, frees more people to think and so on.
Humanity has been doing this for millennia.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_expectancy#Variation_over_time
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_expectancy#Variation_over_time
https://phys.org/tags/average+life+expectancy/
http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_table_201.htm
http://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_table_201.htm
http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/259572/eib3_1_.pdf
https://www.aei.org/publication/october-2-is-manufacturing-day-so-lets-recognize-americas-world-class-manufacturing-sector-and-factory-workers/


 

  

A factory left to rust. Its workers are gone. Credit: Thomas Hawk, CC BY-NC

But this process of replacing one occupation with another has always
been slow. Society needs time to adjust to a change in required skill sets.
In truth, few farmers really retrain as manufacturers and few
manufacturers go on to become computer engineers. It is much more
likely to be the next generation that trains into the new skill set modern
society requires. The farmers' children go on to be manufacturers and
the manufacturers' children become computer scientists. But at some
point, the rate of change may happen quicker than children take to grow
up. At some point, the manufacturer has to retrain as a computer
engineer… or confront a life with no livelihood.
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http://awealthofcommonsense.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/tech1.png


 

In fact we have already passed that point; it occurred around the end of
World War II, when the manufacturing industry moved to automated
manufacturing. A prime example of this is Detroit, a city that grew from
a population of 300,000 in 1900 to almost two million in 1950 due to
automotive manufacturing. But soon after that 1950 peak, through a mix
of poor management, global competition and automation, the 
manufacturing jobs disappeared, and the people did not. Detroit
suffered. In 2012, Detroit was murder capital of the U.S., and in 2013 it 
filed for bankruptcy. This problem was not unique to one city: large
parts of once-prosperous countries are now poor simply because the
industry there collapsed relatively quickly.

From a social view point, having millions more people free to do more
complex tasks is good. It leaves more people to be artists and scientists
and entrepreneurs in much the same way reducing the number of
farmers and manufacturers did.

For the millions of individuals who have suddenly lost their jobs, this
evolution is very bad. As a society, we are not good at helping them to
retrain. Instead we leave them to rust. Should we as a society pay to
retrain workers whose jobs become obsolete, or do we just get used to
living in Detroit?

These questions are important, and we need to be talking about them
now. We stand on a technological precipice, a tipping point, a time in
human history that rivals the discovery of farming and the Industrial
Revolution.

Recently a computer program passed the entrance exam to a university.
Robots can cook and work in retail. Robots can learn, and we're learning
to make them learn faster. There are even computer programs that can
rewrite themselves to be more efficient.
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https://phys.org/tags/manufacturing/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Detroit#20th_century
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decline_of_Detroit
http://www.forbes.com/sites/danielfisher/2012/10/18/detroit-tops-the-2012-list-of-americas-most-dangerous-cities/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Detroit_bankruptcy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rust_Belt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rust_Belt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North%E2%80%93South_divide_%28England%29#Explanation
http://www.hamiltonproject.org/assets/legacy/files/downloads_and_links/10_displaced_workers_lalonde.pdf
http://www.hamiltonproject.org/assets/legacy/files/downloads_and_links/10_displaced_workers_lalonde.pdf
http://npc.umich.edu/publications/u/2013-09-npc-working-paper.pdf
http://npc.umich.edu/publications/u/2013-09-npc-working-paper.pdf
http://futurism.com/links/artificial-intelligence-program-passes-entrance-exam-can-be-accepted-into-university/
https://www.rt.com/news/219687-robot-learns-watching-video/
https://www.rt.com/news/210487-japan-robot-pepper-coffee/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-FOr7hEw1c
http://futurism.com/links/18994/
http://observer.com/2014/10/googles-new-computer-with-human-like-learning-abilities-will-program-itself/
http://observer.com/2014/10/googles-new-computer-with-human-like-learning-abilities-will-program-itself/


 

We need to decide now what we will do about those drivers displaced in
the name of progress because what we do now will set a precedent. A
precedent for what society does with the rest of us when technology
comes for our jobs. How long before we have to retrain the computer
scientists? What will their children want to be?

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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